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Compare the Difference with an RLF Crop Nutrition Program

Deputy General Manager, RLF China,
and translated by Echo Dong

As we have already learned, the cultivation of potatoes in Wulanchabu
City, Inner Mongolia has a very long history, and its excellent natural
environmental conditions have created a favorable foundation for the
growth of potatoes. The annual production area of the whole city is
stable at 4 million mu, and the output is stable at more than 4 million
tons. The production area and total output accounts for nearly half of
that of Inner Mongolia.
RLF products have been sold in Wulanchabu for many years and have
broad support.
In September 2019, in order to check on more of our Wulanchabu
customers, the RLF Technical Team visited a number of them in the
important planting area of Siziwangqi.
What follows is what the Team discovered.

The First Potato Demonstration
Location

Xitaipingzhuang, Siziwangqi

Farmer

Wen Hongwang

Variety

Potato 226

RLF TREATED

CONTROL
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RLF TREATED

The potatoes treated with an RLF full nutrition program had the advantages of uniform size, shallow bud, regular shape
and good commercial quality.
By choosing two exact same-sized plots from both the Control and RLF-treated crop areas that have experienced the
same environmental conditions for comparison, the total potato weight in the Control area was

9.4kg, with that in the

demonstration area being 15.15kg.
This is a significant difference, and the grower was very impressed with the results.

The Second Potato Demonstration
Location

Agui Village, Siziwangqi

Farmer

Qiao Xiuwen

Variety

Potato 226

Area

20 mu

According to the statistics of the potatoes dug from the site,
there were 53 potatoes in the 1.4m2 field, including 47
commercial potatoes (weight over 300g), with a total weight of
33.2 Jin. On these statistics it is estimated that the yield per
mu is 9250 Jin, which is about 4900 yuan/mu.

RLF-treated Potatoes

In his conversation with RLF, Mr. Qiao said “that he did not pay much specific attention on the potato this year”. He said “his total
investment was only about 620 yuan per mu, including the cost of planting potatoes, fertiliser and facilities, but his crop production
reached nearly 5000 yuan, and that the potato quality was pretty good”.
He was very satisfied with the application effects of RLF products.
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The Third Potato Demonstration
Location

Luhongdao, Siziwangqi

Variety

Dabaihua Potato

Farmer

Jia Liangui

Area

20 mu

The potato grower Ms Jia is a big fan of RLF products. She has been using them for five or six years now and is very
satisfied with their application effects. Ms Jia is very happy to see the RLF technical team.

The Fourth Potato Demonstration
Location

Luhongdao, Siziwangqi

Farmer

Miao Genxiao

Variety

Potato 226

Potato Grower Miao Genxiao with his crop
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Local RLF Agent Mr Zhang accompanied the RLF Technical Team as they paid a visit to Mr Miao who is a long-time
customer of RLF.
On the site, 57 potatoes were dug out from the 1.4m2 field, including 50 commercial potatoes (weight over 300g), with
a commodity rate of 88% and a total weight of 22.1kg.
Moreover, the quality was very good, with the largest potato being 2.2 Jin – which was not hollow! According to the
statistics based on this small plot, the yield of Mr. Miao's potato field was the highest amongst the growers visited.

Why RLF Crop Nutrition Products are Popular in Wulanchabu
The excellent effects of RLF products in improving the quality and income of
growers has won the unanimous trust of many local farmers! In combination
with the adjustment of planting structure in the sickle bay area, Wulanchabu
is also vigorously promoting the national pilot of potato staple food.
The RLF team will also continue to expand its brand influence and help
potato growers increase production, quality and economic return.

The content of this media page was accurate and current at the time that it was written. This media release is provided for interested customers and other parties,
and will remain a matter of RLF's historical record. Viewed in this context RLF therefore undertakes no obligation to update either material or content.
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